
There’s Still Time to Make a Difference:
Support the 2019 Year-End Appeal
Deadline: December 31, 2019

Employer Match: Register The Minerals, Metals & 
Materials Society for an employer match with your 
company. TMS (EIN: 25-1484913) is a qualified 
501(c)3 tax-exempt organization.

Donate Online: Visit www.TMSFoundation.org/
Contribute for our secure, easy-to-use, online 
contribution form.

For Your Convenience: You can now make your 
contributions with PayPal. You can also take advantage 
of our automatic monthly contribution option.

Donate by Mail: If you prefer, mail your donation to the 
TMS Foundation at 5700 Corporate Drive Suite 750, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15237

Questions?: Contact TMS Foundation Staff at 
TMSFoundation@tms.org or 1-724-776-9000 for more 
information or to discuss your donation personally.
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 Every year, JOM publishes 
articles introducing you to 
the latest recipients of the 
many student scholarships and 
TMS early career professional 
awards conferred by the TMS 
Foundation. As I read the 

comments and stories of these individual honorees, what 
strikes me is that the money is usually not the most impactful 
aspect of the award.

any student or professional starting out on their career is 
important and appreciated. However, as Natalie Wieber, the 
2020 TMS Materials Processing & Manufacturing Division 
(MPMD) scholarship recipient noted about this recognition, 

materials science and engineering.”
  Neslihan Dogan, a 2019 TMS Extraction & Processing 
Division Young Leader, expressed gratitude for the potential 
doors that her TMS Foundation award could open: “This 
award will provide me recognition and visibility in my 
research community.” And, Oliver Johnson, a 2019 MPMD 
Young Leader, expressed similar thanks for his TMS 
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Foundation support: “Being a member of TMS has provided 
a wide range of opportunities to contribute to and serve my 
professional community and for professional development. 
This award expands the scope of these opportunities, and I 
am grateful for that privilege.” 

experiences can make in a person’s career. That’s why every 
dollar donated to the TMS Foundation is so critical. Each 
year, the Foundation touches nearly 250 lives—many of 
them TMS members in the most vulnerable stages of their 

leadership roles in TMS, as well as within their organizations 
and the profession as a whole. 

of the TMS Foundation and the early success stories of many 
TMS members. That’s why the TMS Foundation Board 
of Trustees adopted a new signature program statement: 
The TMS Foundation supports students and young 

mission of supporting and advancing the next generation of 
professionals. However, as the challenges of establishing a 

footholds to those TMS members who are starting on their 
career paths.  
 Our goal, in general, is to expand the TMS Foundation’s 
impact even further and even beyond the 250 success stories 
that it contributes to every year. We have reason to be 

has grown from $2 million to approximately $3.1 million, 
with more supporters being added to our rolls every year. 
In many ways, the Foundation’s own success story since 
it launched its revitalization in 2013 is one of the most 
compelling of all that we can share.
 I realize that by the time you read this article, you will 
have received several requests and reminders to contribute to 
the TMS Foundation’s 2019 year-end appeal. Please consider 
a gift, large or small. There are many worthy causes, but 
the TMS Foundation is one of a very few that enables you 
to give back to your profession in such a meaningful way. 
Please visit our new website at www.TMSFoundation.org for 
examples of the TMS Foundation’s impact.
 I thank you in advance for your generous 
support of the TMS Foundation and look forward 
to sharing even more success stories with you.

Garry Warren
TMS Foundation Board  
of Trustees Chair
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